Analysis of operating room allocations to optimize scheduling of specialty rotations for anesthesia trainees.
Because specialty workloads and corresponding operating room (OR) allocations vary among days of the week, anesthesia residents and student nurse anesthetists are sometimes assigned to cases off rotation (e.g., scheduled for cardiac surgery but assigned to urology for the day). We describe a method to create hybrid rotations of two specialties (e.g., cardiac and vascular surgery), thereby reducing the numbers of days that trainees are "pulled" from their scheduled rotations. Raw data were the number of hours of OR time used by each surgical specialty on each workday for the preceding 9 months. These OR workloads were converted to the number of ORs to be allocated to each specialty for each day of the week on the basis of maximization of the efficiency of use of OR time. We considered all potential hybrid rotations of pairwise combinations of specialties to which trainees could be assigned. Integer linear programming was used to calculate the maximum number of trainees who could be scheduled to hybrid rotations and receive daily assignments matching those rotations. Validity of the results was shown by using data from a small facility for which the optimal solution could be discerned by inspection. Validity (appropriateness) of the constraints was demonstrated by the exclusion of each constraint, resulting in answers that are obviously incorrect. Novelty and usefulness of the method was evidenced by its choosing from among hundreds of thousands of potential combinations of specialties and its identifying appropriate assignments that were substantively different from current rotations. We developed a methodology to determine rotations consisting of combinations of specialties to be paired for purposes of trainee scheduling to reduce the incidence of daily assignments off rotation. Practically, with this method, anesthesia residents and student nurse anesthetists can be assigned cases within their scheduled rotations as often as possible.